Abstract: It is well known that in the weak coupling regime, quantum field theories in de Sitter space do not have a unique vacuum, but a class of vacua parametrized by a complex parameter α, i.e., the so-called α-vacua. In this article, using gauge/gravity duality, we calculate the symmetric two-point function of strongly coupled N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on dS 3 . We find that there is a class of de Sitter invariant vacua, parametrized by a set of complex parameters {α ν }.
Introduction
Understanding de Sitter space is important because de Sitter space plays a central role in cosmology, not only at the early universe, during the inflationary epoch when the seeds of cosmic structure were generated, but also in the late universe as the cosmological constant dominates over other matter contents in the universe. The ultimate goal is to understand the full quantum gravity of de Sitter space, but even at the semi-classical level, where one considers quantum field theory living in a fixed de Sitter background, many interesting features appear. Here in this article, we will focus on the vacuum structure of a quantum field theory, namely N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, on a three-dimensional de Sitter space at the strong coupling regime.
At the level of free theory, by considering the symmetric two-point function of a free massive scalar theory, it can be shown that there is an infinite family of vacua that are invariant under the isometries of de Sitter space. This is different from Minkowski space, where the symmetries of the theory determine a unique Poincaré invariant vacuum. The existence of this vacuum ambiguity in de Sitter space was first emphasized by Mottola [1] and Allen [2] . This class of de Sitter invariant vacua is often parametrized by a complex parameter α, and thus are usually called the α-vacua.
One of the α-vacua, the Bunch-Davies [3] vacuum, stands prominently among others as it is the only one that behaves thermally when viewed by an Unruh detector [4] and reduces to the standard Minkowski vacuum when the de Sitter radius is taken to infinity. The correlators in the Bunch-Davies vacuum can be obtained by analytical continuation from the Euclidean theory, thus it is also known as the "Euclidean" vacuum. The difference between a correlator in an α-vacuum and the one in the Bunch-Davies vacuum is often thought of as arising from an image source at the antipodal point, behind the event horizon.
The early studies of a weakly interacting scalar theory in an α-vacuum found that new divergences appear which, unlike in the Bunch-Davies vacuum, cannot be renormalized [5, 6, 7] . Self-energy graphs in a theory with a cubic interaction produce pinched singularities [8] or require peculiar non-local counterterms [9] 1 . However, when one modifies the generating functional of the theory, these divergences disappear [11] (see also [12, 13, 14] ).
With the advent of the gauge/gravity duality [15, 16] , it is only natural to ask what happens with this vacuum ambiguity as one goes to the strong coupling 2 . A context in which we can ask such a question is the N = 4 supersymmetric YangMills theory living in a three-dimensional de Sitter space (times a circle). This theory is dual to the type IIB superstring theory living in time-dependent, asymptotically locally anti de Sitter (AdS) backgrounds found in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] 3 .
The first two articles, Refs. [18, 19] , consider a double analytic continuation of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes where the time coordinate is analytically continued to Euclidean signature t → iχ, with χ is periodically identified, and a polar angle is analytically continued to Lorentzian signature θ → iτ , with τ is the new time coordinate. The results are smooth, time-dependent AdS backgrounds called AdS "bubbles of nothing." Refs. [20, 21, 22] then realize that there is another spacetime with the same AdS asymptotics as the bubble geometries, the so-called "topological AdS black hole." It is a quotient of AdS space obtained by an identification of global AdS 5 along a boost [24, 25] . The topological AdS black hole can also be obtained by a Wick rotation of thermal AdS space.
These two different types of geometries are dual to two different phases of the strongly coupled, large N gauge theory formulated on the dS 3 × S 1 boundary. As in the more widely known thermal N = 4 Super Yang-Mils case, where the field theory lives on S 3 × S 1 , the two phases are distinguished by the expectation value of the Wilson loop around the S 1 . In the bubble of nothing phase, the circle shrinks to zero size in the interior of the geometry and the Wilson loop is non-zero, indicating the spontaneous breaking of the Z N symmetry of the gauge theory. The topological black hole phase is Z N invariant. Unlike the thermal situation however, the spontaneous breaking of Z N invariance is not a deconfinement transition since the circle is a spatial direction and not the thermal circle. Indeed, studying the retarded scalar glueball propagators suggests that the topological black hole phase, which is the Z N invariant phase, corresponds to the N = 4 theory on dS 3 × S 1 is in a plasma-like or deconfined state in the exponentially expanding universe, while the bubble of nothing phase corresponds to the hadronized phase [26] .
Concerning the issue of vacuum ambiguity in de Sitter space, Ref. [26] find that Son-Starinets prescription [27] , which is used to calculate the retarded propagators, automatically implies that the boundary theory is in the Bunch-Davies vacuum. This is due to the fact that having the relevant boundary conditions in Son-Starinets prescription is equivalent to preparing the states in the boundary field theory by the mean of Euclidean projection [28] (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, one can only obtain the propagators for the Euclidean vacuum using this prescription. In this paper, using gauge/gravity duality, we calculate the symmetric two-point function of the strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills as a function of the geodesic distance. Here, we will focus only on the Z N -invariant phase, which corresponds to the topological black hole geometry. We find that there is an ambiguity in the twopoint function that arises from the vacuum ambiguity of the boundary field theory. From the bulk point of view, this ambiguity comes from the fact that there are an infinite family of bulk radial wave functions that are normalizable deep into the bulk, at the horizon of the topological AdS black hole [29] .
Thus, the strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills on dS 3 has an infinite class of vacua, parametrized by a set of complex parameters {α ν }. This is different from the case of the weakly coupled theory, where the infinite family of vacua is parametrized by a single complex parameter α. We do not have a satisfactory explanation for this, but one possibility is that as one increases the coupling constant of the theory, going from the free theory toward the strongly coupled one, the α-vacua mix with one another.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the issue of vacuum ambiguity in de Sitter space at the weak coupling regime. As the holographic calculation involves classical gravity calculation in the topological AdS black hole, we review some properties of the topological black hole geometry in Section 3. In Section 4, we perform the holographic computation of the symmetric two-point functions as functions of the geodesic distance. We end with some discussions in Section 5.
α-vacua in de Sitter Space
The three-dimensional de Sitter space dS 3 can be realized as the hypersurface described by
with R dS being the dS 3 radius. The metric for the global patch is given by
For a review on the classical geometry of de Sitter space and its other aspects see [30] . This spacetime does not contain a globally time-like Killing vector and thus does not have a unique vacuum state. To see this in a more formal manner, let us consider the symmetric two-point function in a de Sitter invariant state |α . For simplicity, we consider only a free massive scalar field theory here. For the treatment of weakly interacting theories, see [11] and references therein.
|α being de Sitter invariant implies that the symmetric two-point function G α (x, y) can only depend on the two spacetime points x and y via the geodesic distance d(x, y). The symmetric two-point function obeys the massive scalar field equation
which can be expressed as
where we have introduced the real function
Here, the mass term may include the contribution that comes from coupling to the curvature.
A solution is given by
Here, the normalization is chosen such that the short distance singularity matches to that of Minkowski space.
We note that if G E (Z) is a solution to Eq. (2.4), then G E (−Z) is also a solution. Since for m 2 > 0 these two solutions are linearly independent, then the general solution to Eq. (2.4) can be expressed as
The constants in the α-vacuum propagator (2.8) are chosen such that the modes of the free massive scalar field Φ in the α-vacuum can be related to those in the Bunch-Davies vacuum by the Bogoliubov transformation
The short-distance singularity of the α-vacuum propagator (2.8) is related to the singularity of the Bunch-Davies vacuum propagator by a factor 1 + e α+α * / 1 − e α+α * .
Let us also mention a peculiar, but widely used, interpretation of the α-vacuum propagator (2.8). For a point x = (t, θ, φ), we can introduce its antipodal point x = (−t, θ + π, φ + π). It is easy to show that Z(x,ȳ) = −Z(x, y). Therefore, the α-vacuum propagator (2.8) can be rewritten as
The interpretation is then that the extra contributions in the α-vacuum propagator (2.8) can be thought of as arising from an image source at the antipodal point. We would like to emphasize that even though this is an interesting interpretation, the existence of vacuum ambiguity in de Sitter space does not depend on this interpretation concerning image source at the antipodal point.
Finally, let us remark that there is no de Sitter invariant vacuum in the case of massless minimally coupled scalar fields [2] . In the case of interest, since the N = 4 Super Yang-Mills is conformally coupled to the de Sitter background (cf. [31] ), there is an infinite class of de Sitter invariant vacua at weak coupling and, as we will see in Section 4, this vacuum ambiguity persists at strong coupling.
The Topological AdS Black Hole
The so-called topological black hole in AdS 5 (times a five-dimensional sphere) can be obtained as a near horizon limit of N D3-branes filling a boost orbifold R 1,1 /Z [22] . It is an orbifold of the AdS 5 space, obtained by an identification of points along the orbit of a Killing vector
where r χ is an arbitrary real number and the AdS 5 is described as the universal covering of the hypersurface
2)
R AdS being the AdS 5 radius. In Kruskal-like coordinates which cover the whole spacetime, the metric has the form
where χ is a periodic coordinate with period 2π. The four coordinates y µ , with µ = 0, . . . 3, are non-compact with the Lorentzian norm y 2 = y µ y ν η µν is between -1 and 1. Locally, the spacetime is anti-de Sitter with a periodic identification of the χ coordinate,
The conformal boundary of the spacetime is approached as y 2 → 1, and it is dS 3 ×S 1 . The boundary conformal field theory is therefore formulated on a three dimensional de Sitter space with radius of curvature R AdS times a spatial circle of radius r χ .
The geometry has a horizon at y 2 = 0, which is the three dimensional hypercone, 5) and a singularity at y 2 = −1. The singularity appears because the region where the Killing vector has negative norm needs to be excised from the physical spacetime to eliminate closed timelike curves. The hyperboloid y 2 = −1 is a singularity since timelike geodesics end there and the Killing vector ∂ χ generating the orbifold identification has vanishing norm at y 2 = −1. The topology of the spacetime is R 3,1 × S 1 , in contrast to that of the AdS-Schwarzschild black hole which has the topology R 1,1 × S 3 . For this reason, in this geometry, infinity is connected, unlike in the usual Schwarzschild black hole which has two disconnected asymptotic regions.
It is possible to rewrite the metric in Schwarzschild-like coordinates by introducing the following coordinate transformations These coordinates only cover the exterior of the topological black hole y 2 ≥ 0. Locally, the metric takes the form
The Euclidean continuation of this metric yields thermal AdS space due to the periodicity of the χ coordinate. Hence, the metric of the exterior region of the topological black hole can also be obtained following a double Wick rotation of global AdS spacetime and a periodic identification of the χ coordinate. In the Schwarzschild-like coordinates, the horizon of the topological black hole is at r = 0, while the boundary is at r → ∞. It is clear that each slice of constant r is a dS 3 × S 1 geometry, while the three-dimensional de Sitter space is in the global patch. The metric (3.7), while locally describing AdS space, differs from it globally due to the identification χ ∼ χ + 2π. We note also that the spatial S 1 remains finite sized at the horizon, with radius R S 1 = r χ .
It will also be convenient to introduce a dimensionless radial coordinate z = R AdS /r, in which the metric for the exterior region is now given by
(3.8) Here, the boundary is at z = 0, while the horizon is at z → ∞.
If the bulk fermions have anti-periodic boundary conditions in the χ-direction, then the topological black hole has a semiclassical instability when
which causes it to decay into the AdS bubble of nothing [22] . This instability can also be seen in the boundary field theory by considering the effective potential of the Polyakov loop of the Euclidean field theory [31] .
The Symmetric Two-point Functions at Strong Coupling
We would like to calculate the symmetric two-point function of a scalar operator O of strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills in the Z N -invariant phase, living in dS 3 × S 1 . This operator is dual to a scalar field Φ living in the topological AdS 5 black hole, with the mass M of Φ is related to the dimension ∆ of the operator O by
To simplify notation, we will henceforth set R AdS = 1. This also means that R dS = 1, as the de Sitter radius of the boundary spacetime is equal to the AdS radius of the bulk. We will calculate the correlators, by first solving the equation of motion of Φ in the background (3.8), with the relevant boundary condition given by Φ(z, x) boundary = Φ 0 (x). This equation of motion is given by
Since we are mainly interested in the vacuum structure of the field theory in de Sitter space, we will consider no χ-dependence in Φ. This is done for simplicity reason, but the generalization is straightforward. The solution to the equation of motion will then be of the form
such that
and
The radial equation of motion has two solutions
As one goes to the boundary z = 1, the two solutions behave as R
Therefore the most general solution is given by
with the condition
We note that we could also add the term
to the solution (4.8) while still obeying the boundary conditions. However, as this term corresponds only to giving the boundary operator O non-trivial expectation value [29] , we can omit it by requiring O = 0.
For explicitness, in the following calculation we will restrict ourselves to the scalar glueball operators
These operators are dual to the dilaton and the RR-axion, respectively, in the Type IIB Superstring theory on the bulk. The scalar glueball operators are of dimension 4, while both of the bulk fields are massless. The calculations for other operators will be similar.
In this case, the general solution to the radial equation of motion becomes
)Γ(
(4.13) and
(4.14)
Here, we have normalized this solution such that R k 2 (0) = 1.
Let us now turn to the part of the equation of motion that concerns the de Sitter factor of bulk spacetime (4.4). Since our goal is to obtain symmetric two-point functions in de Sitter invariant vacuum, F k 2 (x, y) must be a function of Z(x, y) and satisfies
For k 2 ≤ 1, we can rewrite √ 1 − k 2 = and we have a solution For k 2 ≥ 1, we can rewrite √ 1 − k 2 = iν and the solution
forms a set of complete orthonormal functions in the interval Z ∈ [1, ∞) for nonnegative ν ∈ R. This interval Z ∈ [1, ∞) corresponds to time-like separation between x and y. The orthogonality condition is given by
Similarly, for Z ∈ (−∞, −1], the solution
forms a set of complete orthonormal functions for non-negative ν ∈ R. This interval corresponds to the antipodal point of y being time-like separated from x.
Hence, we find the solution to the equation of motion for the massless fields in the bulk to be
Substituting this to the action, we can read the symmetric two-point function.
For points x and y that have a time-like separation, the two-point function is given by
(4.22) There is the ambiguity {β ν } as for any given β ν , the radial wave function R 1+ν 2 = R − 1+ν 2 + β ν R + 1+ν 2 is normalizable at the horizon. This ambiguity implies that the vacuum ambiguity in de Sitter space persists at strong coupling. As the set {β ν } parametrizes the two-point function and thus the vacua at strong coupling, we will dub this infinite class of vacua as {β ν }-vacua.
As in [26] , the propagator for the Bunch-Davies vacuum can be obtained by requiring the radial wave function to oscillate as R 1+ν 2 ∝ z −iν near the horizon, i.e., no term that oscillates as z iν . Such radial wave function is given by
with β
Therefore, the symmetric two-point function of the Bunch-Davies vacuum is
The divergent and scheme-dependent contact terms can be minimally subtracted away to yield the renormalized two-point function. We get
Similarly, for two points x and y that have space-like separation, the symmetric two-point function is given by
We note that
is none other than the analytic continuation of
where we have analytically continued the "frequency" ν = i and used the fact
Unlike the case of the two-point function for time-like separated points, the twopoint functions for points that have space-like separation do not have any ambiguity. This is due to the fact that in this case, there is only one linear combination of radial wave function that is normalizable at the horizon.
Going back to the case of points with time-like separation, the two-point function of a {β ν }-vacuum can be expressed in terms of the Bunch-Davies two-point function (4.28). First, let us denote the radial wave function that oscillates as R 1+ν 2 ∝ z iν near the horizon as
with β E −ν can be read from Eq. (4.24). Then, we can express the parameter β ν as 31) such that the symmetric two-point function is now given by 32) where G E (x, y; ν) is given in Eq. (4.28). We denote this two-point function as G αν (x, y), and instead of using {β ν } to parametrize the infinite family of vacua, we will use {α ν }.
The two-point function of the {α ν }-vacuum has a singularity at Z(x, y) = 1, i.e., when the points are very close to each other or when they have a light-like separation. At short distance d(x, y) → 0, the two-point function in an {α ν }-vacuum behaves like
.
(4.33) Therefore, the two-point function of the {α ν }-vacuum differs from that of the BunchDavies vacuum by a factor
It is tempting to identify an {α ν }-vacuum with an α-vacuum of the weakly coupled theory by setting
However, for a given α, there is not a unique solution {α ν } for this equation. Furthermore, for {α ν } = {α ν }, but with f α ν = f αν , the two-point functions are not identical. Therefore, this identification is not valid.
Discussions
In this paper, using gauge/gravity correspondence, we have calculated the symmetric two-point functions of the scalar glueball operators of strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills living on three-dimensional de Sitter space (times a circle).
The two-point functions for points with space-like separation consist of a sum of functions parametrized by discrete "frequency," while the two-point functions for points with time-like separation are described by an integral over a continuous spectrum of "frequency." This is the explanation for the subtlety involving discrete normalizable mode functions in de Sitter space found in [26] . The statement is that to obtain the retarded propagators of the inhomogeneous perturbations, one has to include the contributions from these discrete normalizable mode functions (see for example Eqs. (3.59) and (3.77) of Ref. [26] ), and the reason is because they correspond to contributions from points with space-like separation.
For points that are space-like separated, the two-point function is unique, but for those that have time-like separation, there is an infinite family of two-point functions G αν (x, y), which is given by Eqs. (4.32) and (4.28) . This ambiguity arises as the consequence of the existence of infinite family of bulk radial wave functions that are normalizable at the horizon [29] . This ambiguity implies that there is an infinite class of de Sitter invariant vacua for the strongly coupled theory on de Sitter space, which we have parametrized with a set of complex parameters {α ν }. The shortdistance singularity of an {α ν }-vacuum differs from that of the Bunch-Davies vacuum by a factor f αν , which is defined in Eq. (4.35). As the short-distance behavior of the propagator of an α-vacuum in the weakly coupled theory differs from the short-distance behavior of the propagator of the Bunch-Davies vacuum by a factor 1 + e α+α * / 1 − e α+α * , it is tempting to identify the {α ν }-vacuum at the strong coupling with the α-vacuum at the weak coupling by setting these two factors to be equal. However, as for a given α, there is not a unique set of {α ν } that satisfies this condition, and as for {α ν } = {α ν }, G α ν (x, y) = G αν (x, y) even though f α ν = f αν , such identification is not valid. Since we do not have the tool to analyze the theory at intermediate coupling, we do not know how an α-vacuum evolves into an {α ν }-vacuum as we go from the weak coupling regime to the strong coupling one. One possible explanation is that as one increases the coupling of the theory, there is a mixing between the α-vacua. However, this explanation comes with a puzzle as the strong coupling scalar glueball correlators of the Bunch-Davies vacuum match the weak coupling ones [26] and one might expect that the scalar glueball operators are protected and their correlators are not renormalized.
In Section 2, we have mentioned that at weak coupling, there is a widely used interpretation, in which the extra contributions in the α-vacuum propagator (2.8) are thought of as arising from an image source at the antipodal point. At strong coupling, however, such interpretation does not arise. There is no natural way to express the symmetric two-point function in an {α ν }-vacuum (4.32) in terms of the antipodal points. This suggests that the interpretation using an image source at the antipodal point is not the most general language that one can use to describe the vacuum structure of field theories in de Sitter space.
Let us also briefly comment on the connection between vacuum ambiguity in the bulk and vacuum ambiguity of the field theory on the boundary. Since the bulk spacetime, which is the topological AdS black hole, is a time-dependent geometry, one expects that there is also vacuum ambiguity in the bulk. However, all bulk vacua, with the exception of the bulk Euclidean vacuum, feature extra singularities that render them unphysical [21] . Ref. [21] then suggests that this might mean that there should be no vacuum ambiguity in the strongly coupled dual field theory in the de Sitter boundary either. Here, after explicitly constructing the symmetric two-point functions of the strongly coupled boundary field theory, we do not find any extra singularities that will deem a generic {α ν }-vacuum in the boundary unphysical. We would like to emphasize that this lack of extra singularities is only at the level of the two-point functions. As the higher n-point functions are more sensitive to the properties of the bulk spacetime (see for example [32, 33] and references therein), it is certainly worth studying the higher n-point functions of the strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills on dS 3 × S 1 and see whether the higher n-point functions of a generic {α ν }-vacuum feature any extra singularities that will render such a vacuum unphysical.
Lastly, as the de Sitter boundary is a three-dimensional de Sitter space, let us mention an odd property of odd dimensional de Sitter space, namely that at the level of free theory, there exists a vacuum with no particle production [34] . It would be interesting to understand what the fate of this vacuum is as one goes to the strong coupling regime.
